Mathematics

English

Geometry: Properties of shapes
 Compare and classify geometric shapes based on their
Properties and sizes and find unknown angles in any triangles,
quadrilaterals and regular polygons.
 Recognize, describe and build simple 3D shapes, including making
nets.
Geometry: Position and direction
 To draw and translate simple shapes on the coordinate plane and
reflect these in the axis.
SATS Revision
 Arithmetic practice
 Problem solving activities
 Revision of key units of work

P.E


To communicate,
collaborate and compete
with each other
through a range of
competitive games

Story Writing
 In narratives describe settings, character and atmosphere
 Integrate dialogue in narrative
 Use a range of devises to build cohesion
 Using a range of KS2 punctuation

Range of formal and informal texts based on the narrative
written
Key Texts



A Monster Calls
The Graveyard Book

Geography


D&T / Art

Name and locate countries and cities of the United
Kingdom, geographical regions and their human
and physical characteristics



Name and locate key topographical features
(including hills, mountains and rivers)



To understand how some of these aspects have
changed over time

Y6 Horror



Children use a
range of
materials to
create images
they have
created in
their stories

R.E
What do religions say to us when
life gets hard?





Science



Languages




can say and respond to me llamo and ¿y tú?
say and respond to eight colours: azul, rojo,
amarillo, verde, rosa, marrón, gris, naranja
use soy with a colour.





To identify and name the main parts
of the human circulatory system and
describe the functions of the heart,
blood vessels and blood.
To recognize the impact of diet,
exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the
way their bodies function.
To describe the ways in which
nutrients and water are transported
within animals including humans.

Express ideas about how
and why religion can help
believers when times are
hard, giving examples.
Outline Christian, Hindu
and nonreligious beliefs
about life after death.
Explain similarities and
differences between beliefs

Computing
Use GarageBand and iMovie to create a music video

Music



Recorders
Clarinets

